(i.e., early on-line to a hard copy version). The DOI article can be found on the first page of each article.
• Adding submission, acceptance and early on-line publishing dates (when applicable) to each article so that versions can be tracked and we can make it clear if an article has been published through the early on-line mechanism. • Publishing the proper citation for an article on the article itself. By providing this information, particularly on the early on-line versions, we can reduce confusion and error in how CJOT articles are referenced. We will continue to consider the hard copy version of a published paper to be the version of record since it is the only one that includes volume, issue and page numbers. We hope that by assigning a DOI and including the tracking information it will be easier for everyone to find and reference CJOT materials accurately and with minimal confusion regardless of the version.
In addition to these recommendations which specifically address the issue of article version, the best practices document also recommends several other publishing practices, many of which we do already (e.g., table of contents for each issue, displaying research funding information for each article). Two other recommendations that we have adopted include adding middle initials to all author names and displaying the copyright holder and year of copyright on each article.
During the time we were working to address the NFAIS recommendations, the American Psychological Association (APA) released the 6th edition of its publication manual (APA, 2009). As of this issue, we have moved CJOT to the APA 6th edition format. In addition to the APA citation and reference list format, we will now be using the APA tables, figures and headings formats as well. Although there are several other APA changes, the ones of particular importance for authors submitting their papers to CJOT include providing the DOI numbers for references when these numbers are available, dropping the retrieval dates on electronic sources that are retrieved from the Internet unless the source material may change over time (complete URL is still required), and ensuring that the reference list is correctly formatted for those articles with eight or more authors.
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